
Pitching & Striking Instructions for :-

WARNING:

If this tent / awning is not erected in accordance with the instructions damage could be caused to the 

joints, poles or fabric. It is important that the tent is properly guyed at all times, particularly in strong winds 

otherwise pole or joint damage may occur.

DO NOT PUSH TENT PEGS IN BY HAND, ALL TENT PEGS SHOULD BE DRIVEN HOME USING A

WOODEN OR RUBBER FACED MALLET OR SIMILAR TOOL.



Unpeg all pegging points and guy ropes on the panel you wish to remove. Neatly tie the guy ropes up in a 
loose knot ready for use next time, see fig 1. Unclip the zip retainer and then unzip the panel, see fig 2 & 3
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Disconnect the two halves of the zip, remove the panel and fold neatly ready for storage, see fig 4-6

Remove the bedroom annexe from its carry bag and unfold along side your awning, see fig 7-8. Locate the 
‘pin’ side of the zip end of the bedroom annexe and slide it gently into the ‘box’ end of the zip on the 

awning, see fig 9

Zip the bedroom annexe onto the awning and connect the zip retainer, see fig 10 – 12. 

Locate the bedroom annexe poles and assemble, see fig 13 – 15. 
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Set the telescopic pole on the base of the poles with curved upper sections, to the lowest setting, see fig 16. 
Thread the 3 section straight roof pole, through the roof sleeves, see fig 17 – 18. 

Starting on the side of the awning facing away from your vehicle, take one of the poles with the curved 
upper section and locate the upper curved end over the end of the straight roof pole. Ensure the poles are 

pushed firmly together, then locate the spiked end into the eyelet in the webbing strap, see figs 19 - 21.

Ensure the roof pole sleeves are free to move, see fig 22. Take the remaining pole with the curved upper 
section and locate the upper curved end over the opposite end of the straight roof pole. See figs 23 – 25. 
This side of the awning may be quite close to your vehicle so bear this in mind when locating the poles. 

Locate the three plastic pole clips on each side of the bedroom annexe and clip these to the upright side 
poles. See figs 26. 

Locate and securely peg the corner peg points and guy ropes of the bedroom annexe. See figs 27 - 30. 



Locate and secure the bedroom annexe side panel guy rope to the ring on the main corner guy rope of 
the awning. See fig 31 - 32
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If you have purchased the Bedroom Annexe ‘Clip In’ groundsheet it can be clipped in now. If not please 
proceed to Fig 43. To fit the Bedroom Annexe groundsheet, first unclip the main awning groundsheet 
and fold back, see fig 33 – 34. Unfold the bedroom annexe groundsheet and lay into place, see fig 35.
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Using the hooks around the base of the groundsheet and the rings around the base of the bedroom annexe, 
clip the groundsheet into place, see fig 36 – 38. Lay the front ‘apron’ section of the bedroom groundsheet 

out and peg the groundsheet down through the reinforced slots in the ‘apron’ section, see fig 39.

Reposition and clip the main awning groundsheet back into place, see fig 40. Then peg the main awning 
groundsheet into place through the reinforced slots in the ‘apron’ section, see fig 41 – 42.
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Locate and layout the inner tent, see fig 43. Clip the inner tent into position, see fig 44 - 49 
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When clipping the rear of the inner tent up into position, you may find it easier to open one doorway, step 
onto the sewn in groundsheet of the inner and then lift the inner tent fabric up to clip into position. 
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IMPORTANT USER HINTS
Over many years we have heard many questions and
comments relating to Khyam awnings and we feel it is 
relevant to list various aspects of this information for 
your guidance.

Q . What about the strength and durability of the poles
& joints · can I trust them ?
A In simple terms, yes you can trust the poles and 
joints the technology has existed for many years. The 
poles are stronger than those normally supplied with 
other awnings as ours are a mixture of duralumin 
aluminium alloy and solid fibreglass. The joint system 
is moulded from nylon with glass filling adding 
hardness to the nylon. The rivets are brass and the 
springs are stainless steel.

Q. Do poles or joints break - and if so what can I do?
A. It is rare that the poles or joints break when used 
according to our instructions. They are extremely 
durable and have been tested to our exacting 
standards. We cannot guarantee that there will never 
be a breakage, but we can guarantee that we will 
supply any replacements required during the warranty 
period. Should you need to rectify a problem then 
poles and or joints are quickly and easily replaced. If 
you are travelling to remote parts of the world then 
spares are available to take with you at a subsidised 
rate to allow you the comfort of insurance
without great penalty. 
Please contact our technical help department

Q, What about spares - can I get them ?
A, Yes, Spares are available directly via our website
or telephone Sales line

Q . Are KHYAM awnings water resistant ?
A. All Khyam flysheet fabrics are coated to withstand 
in excess of 5000mm head of water in the hydrostatic
head test. This is a measure by which we can test the
resistance of water penetration. This is the 
measurement when the fabric is new and in use over a 
period of time this level will drop. 
The majority of seams on your Khyam awning flysheet
have been seam taped during manufacture. However
it is sometimes not possible, due to the nature of 
some materials used and sewing methods employed, 
to fully seal all seams. It may therefore, in some 
circumstances, be necessary to manually seal certain 
seams with the sealant provided. Should you find any 
‘drips’ or ‘wicking’, first locate the exact position 
where the water is penetrating the flysheet. 
Remember this may be at a higher point than the drip, 
as the water may roll along the inside of the flysheet 
until it finds a place to ‘pool' and form a drip. 

Once the point of the water ingress is found, note this 
position and using the brush or pad provided with the 
sealant, apply the sealant to the seam on the outside 
of the flysheet.
The flysheet should be clean and dry before the sealant
is applied. Work the sealant well into the stitch holes
and the sewing thread in the area of the water ingress.
We recommend sealing the seam at least 5 cms above
and below the point of water ingress. Please note that
due to the ‘wicking effect’ you may find that water
penetrates seams that have been tape sealed. Water can,
in some circumstances ‘wick’ along the sewing threads
which run under the seam tape. So it is very important
to work the sealant well into the stitch holes and thread
in that area to prevent water soaking into the sewing
thread itself. On no account should the ‘teeth’of zips on
the flysheet or inner awning be sealed. Please allow at 
least 48 hours for the sealant to cure. The awning 
should never be packed away until the sealant is 
completely dry.

Q . How well will the awning perform in the wind?
A. KHYAM awnings have proven on many occasions that
they perform exceptionally well in windy conditions,
when correctly erected. The major factor is how well the
user pegs the awning to the ground. In severe conditions
we recommend the use of ‘KHYAM storm packs’, which
have been specially designed for use with KHYAM
awnings. These are available from our website 
www.khyam.co.uk
Unlike most dome awnings, we are able to guy directly 
onto the pole system. By doing this far greater tension 
can be achieved on all main poles thus preventing 
excessive movement in the wind. It is important to note 
when storm guys are being used, that all main poles must 
be guyed to achieve maximum benefit.
Because weather conditions can quickly change we
recommend that all large awnings are storm guyed when
left unattended for any length of time.
When storing your awning please ensure it is thoroughly
aired and dried. Always store your awning in a warm and 
dry environment.
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OTHER USEFUL POINTS TO BEAR IN MIND.
1. Never remove pegs by pulling up on the poles or
fabric by doing this you may damage the pole ends or
feet invalidating the guarantee. Always use a peg puller
or another peg
2. All synthetic fabrics will fade over a period of time.
This is caused by Ultra-violet rays present in sunlight
and atmospheric pollution. The weakening of fabrics,
which can be very dramatic, is dependent upon the
frequency of use and the conditions during use. 
Recent loss of the ozone layer will increase this kind of 
degradation.
With normal weekend and holiday use, your awning will 
give you good service if well looked after, but
extended periods of use in bright sunlight can cause this
type of dramatic degradation.
If such use is envisaged, then it would be wise to seek a
site, which is as shaded as possible. The better the awning
is looked after the longer will be its life. Because of this
it is not possible for us to neither predict nor guarantee
the life of any synthetic fabric.
Having said this the flysheet and inners are replaceable
which can be done as and when required. Also awning
fabrics are capable of being reproofed. Always follow
relevant proofing manufactures instructions when 
reproofing your awning.
3. A common problem experienced by many campers
is condensation. This is caused by moisture in the
atmosphere forming beads or droplets of water when
coming into contact with a cold surface. This may
form on the walls of the inner awning but more likely on
the inside on the flysheet. Condensation can also occur
on the groundsheet of the awning particularly under
air mattresses, bedrolls and other equipment. 
Always ensure that the stone protection sheet does not
protrude beyond the edge of the flysheet. The storing
of wet clothing and other wet articles inside the awning
will also increase the likelihood of condensation. To
reduce condensation as a whole, never cook in your awning
and ensure that the awning is well ventilated at all times.
4. When setting up a Khyam awning always use caution
to prevent any fabric being caught in the pole system.
If this does occur then carefully release the fabric to
prevent any small rips. Small rips may be repaired using
the enclosed repair kit. More severe damage will need
professional attention.

5. Do not put your tent away wet or damp for any length
of time as this can create mildew. When packing away
your tent at the end of the season ensure that it is 
Thoroughly aired and dried out.
6. If a hanging loop is provided inside the inner tent this
must only be used for lightweight items such as a small
battery torch. On no account should any naked flame
(e.g. a Gas Lamp) or other hot objects be suspended
from this point.
7. NEVER COOK IN YOUR TENT / INNER TENT, SYNTHETIC 
FABRICS WILL MELT AND MAY CATCH FIRE IF THEY
COME INTO CONTACT WITH A FLAME OR VERY
HOT OBJECT. ALWAYS TAKE EXTREME CARE
WHEN COOKING NEAR YOUR TENT, EG SPARKS
FROM A BARBECUE, CAMP FIRE, ETC
NEVER USE A STOVE / BBQ INSIDE THE TENT OR
INNER TENT.
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